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ABSTRACT 

Consider the sluice gate formed In the s-x+iy plane by the 

lines 

(i) y-o, -00<X <+ 00 t 

(11) y-h, x<0, 

(ill) 0<b<y<h, x-0. 

Let there be a steady two-dimensional irrotational motion of an 

inviscid Incompressible fluid in the z-plane where the fluid which 

fills the channel (0< y< h, x< 0) enters at infinity with a uniform 

velocity U. Assume gravity acts in the direction of the negative 

y-axis. Since the fluid will flow from the channel through the orifice 

of height b, a free streamline will form. We will assume the pressure 

is constant on this free streamline. 

The problem under consideration is to find the free streamline 

and all the characteristics of the flow. 

By the use of conformal mapping the flow can be mapped 

conformally onto the interior of a half disc where the complex poten

tial of the corresponding flow is known. The problem of finding a 

mapping function which accomplishes this transformation is then reduced 

to the problem of solving a nonlinear integral-equation. 

An iterative technique is introduced, and utilising this 

procedure numerical solutions of the integral equation were found for 

various cases. Once a solution is known the entire corresponding flow 

can be determined. 

vii 



Till 

The special case of flow without gravity is considered and it 

is shown that as h, the height of the channel, tends to infinity the 

solution tends to the solution of the classical problem of flow through 

an orifice. 



1. INTRODUCTION 

Free surface problems have been given considerable attention in 

the past. Many free surface problems have been solved in the absence 

of the gravitational field. The presence of such a field renders the 

problem much more difficult; indeed, very few exact solutions are known 

in this case. 

The purpose of this paper is to find the free streamline and 

all bther properties of the flow as an inviscid liquid under gravity 

flows from a sluice gate, where a sluice gate is defined and assump

tions on the flow are stated in section 2. 

The method of solution depends upon finding a one to one 

mapping function which maps the flow conformally onto the interior of a 

half disc where the boundaries correspond as given in section 2. 

Since the complex potential is known for the corresponding flow 

in the half disc, by considering the velocity conditions the form of 

the mapping function can be obtained. 

Using the form of the mapping function and the fact that the 

pressure is oonstant on the free streamline the problem of determining 

the desired transformation can be reduced to solving a nonlinear 

Integral equation. 

This method of reducing the problem to an integral equation was 

suggested by Dr. L. M. Milne-Thomson since he obtained an integral 

equation due to Nekrasov [U] when he considered a nonlinear theory of 

waves of constant form [3]. 



In section J> the problem is simplified by neglecting gravity 

and in a limiting case it is shown that we have the problem of flow 

through an aperture [2]. 

An iterative technique for solving the integral equation is 

given in section 6. This method is similar to the method used by 

Bueckner [1] in solving Nekrasov's equation. 

In section 7 the details are given how a specific problem can 

be solved numerically. Also included in this section are pictures of 

free streamlines which were obtained on a computer. 



2. THE FROBI£M AND THE METHOD CF SOLUTION 

i 
Consider a semi-infinite rectangle A^ODA^ in which the 

i i 
points Aoof AQQ are infinitely distant and A^D is at a height h 

vertically above the horizontal line A^O. Extend the side A^O to 

Bes and take a point C on QD where the length of OC equals b. Now 

remove the portion OC, thus forming an orifice in the semi-infinite 

rectangle. We shall call the figure thus fonned a sluice gate. 

Assume gravity acts on the system. 

Regard the sluice gate as being in the plane of a steady^ two 

dimensional, irrotatlonal motion where an incompressible inviscid fluid 

flows into the channel at A^AQQ with velocity U. We will assume the 

fluid is in contact with all the walls. 

Since the fluid will flow out through the orifice OC, a free 

i 
streamline BQQC will form. Upon this free streamline we will assume 

that the pressure is oonstant. 

To fix a reference system let the point 0 correspond to the 

origin in the B-x+iy plane. Let y-0 correspond to the line AgoOBoo 

i 
and let y- h on A^D. 

Thus the sluice gate formed in the z-plane is given by the 

lines 

(i) y-0, -oo<x<ao, 

(ii) y» h, x< 0, 

(iii) 0<b<y<h, x-0, 

and it is illustrated in Figure 1. 



u 

oo 

u 
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t  t T ,  
Boo 

Figure 1 

The *-plane 
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The problem under consideration is to find the equation of the 

free streamline and in doing this all other characteristics of the flow 

will be determined. 

Since it is sufficient to determine the complex Telocity in the 

•-plane let us conformally map the interior of the diagram in the 

z-plane onto the interior of the semicircle of radius one in the upper 

half Z-plane where Jz|< 1. 

Let us map A, B, C, D on the points Z-0, Z-l, Z«-l, Z- - a  
* # # # 

or A , B , C , D respectively where 0<a<l. 

The free streamline B^C is mapped onto the circumference 

|z|»l where Im Z>0. 

The Z-plane is illustrated in Figure 2. 
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Z - X+ IT 

|Z| - 1 

Z--1 Z-0 

X ,* ,* ,* ,* 

Figure 2 

The Z-Plane 



3. THE MAPPING FUNCTION 

In the s-plane the flow is from a source at to a sink at 

Bqd . The only stagnation point is at D and throughout the fluid there 

is finite velocity. 
 ̂ U 

In the Z-plane there is a source at A and a sink at 6 . 

By the circle theorem [3] the complex potential of a sink of 

strength m at Z=s>l, in the presence of a circular cylinder |z|<l, 

is given by 

w «= -rain Z + m ln(Z - i) + m ln(Z-s). 
s 

Now letting s—>1 gives 

w «= -m In Z -f 2m ln(Z-l). 

With this complex potential the circle is a streamline and if 

w i^ then 

on A*D*C*B*, 

. *T,* on A B , 

Now 

i « mil, 

^ = 2mir. 

dw m , 2ra m(Z+1) 
dZ" " Z + zTi " Z(Z-l) 



and thus 

. . j  d w  d w  d Z  _  m ( Z + l )  d Z  
u-iY " - a? - - az ai " - ztt^ry a? • 

In the Z-plane there is infinite Telocity at both A and B . 

A7 
There is finite velocity everywhere in the z-plane, thus gj-

must oontain the factors Z and Z- 1 in the numerator. 

At C the velocity Is zero in the Z-plane. 

Since C is not a stagnation point in the z-plane the factor 
Jkj 

Z+l must occur in the denominator of -3— . 
at 

Now D Is a stagnation point In the c-plara> and hence the 

dZ 
numerator of gj must vanish at Z»-a and thus gj mast contain the 

faotor (Z + a)d where d>0. 

dZ 
Also, must be holomorphic everywhere in a domain which 

contains the semicircle and its interior except at Z - 0, Z«l, and 

Z« -a. 

Thus the transformation from the Z-plane to the s-plane is 

given by 

d» _ (Z+ l)hf (Z) 

® Z(Z- l)(Z + a)r 

where d>0 and f(z) is holonorphic and non-zero inside and upon the 

semicircle. 

The problem has now been reduced to finding d and the function 

f ( Z ) .  



In the *-plane ve have 

9 

.. dw _ ra(Z + a)d 
u-iT"-aj w • 

For z on A^B^, v-0, and in the Z-plane Z-re(0,l), 

Thua on 

and from this it follows that the coefficients in the expansion of f(Z) 

are all real. 

Now for a on DC, u-0, and Z"-r«[-l,-a]. 

Since 

it follows that (-r+ a)d must be pure imaginary and thus d-^. 

Since f(z) is holomorphic at Z-0 let f(Z) - ^anZn. 
n» o 

Thus we have 

jta _ (z+l)h 2 . Z" 

Z(Z-l)vt+a n-o n 

-a h 2a h . %> 
° + —o + > d_Zn 

Zv^Z+a (Z-D/zTa V^Z+a n-o n 
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where 

and 

dn " -(2*1+ 2*2+ • • • + 2V *n+ !> 

where n is any positive integer. 

Thus it follows that 

'o" ̂  i/zTk - vT" , u0h yg+I - vS+T 
vS" v'S+i+vT »S+I vTFI + vC+i 

CD 

-hv£+a 2 cnzn + ci+ iC, 
n- o 

where the o_ are linear combinations of the d and therefore the o are 
n n n 

all real. 

Separating z into real and imaginary parts gives 

a h 
x - - In 

va 
y£Ta - Va 

Vl+l + 'VI 

2a h 

v£TI 

In 
Vfc+a - Va-f 1 

v£+7 + VS+T 

oc 

-h Re i v£Ta 2 onZn 

n-o 
r -f C^f 



*°h .m "g*'- ̂  >'**>" ^vr^-ygn: 

VT VZ+ a + vS" Va+l v£+a + VS+1 

( ® \ 
-h Ltt 4 Vf+lf z cnZn j> + C2. 

I n°0 J 

Nov on AQO, y~0, and on A B , Z«re (0,1), thus 

2a 

VS+T 
ffh. 

On CD, x-0, and in the Z-plane Z«-re[-l,-a], and thus it 

follows that C^-0. 

We must nov show that the boundary conditions are satisfied 

Recall 

ah 
x- - -2- In 

VT 
vSTa - vS 

v2+a + Va 

2a h 
-f —^— in 

vfi+T 

v£Ta - yg+I 

v5Ta + vJ+T 

-h Re •< 

f OO 
v£+I 2 o Zn 

n-o n 

ah 
- -o- VTFT - vS , 2'o" vm - ygn 

vT v2Ta + vS VS+T vtf+a + vS+1 

-h Im /Vfc+a ^o Zn 1 - 0 *h , 
n- o vS+T 
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A nrvfe + a 
u " iv HJT7T * 

*_* 
On A B , Z-re(0,1), and hence on kCoBe 

* - -
vT 

In 
y g + a - v S  

yPTa + Vi 

2a h 
+ —2—In 
Vff+I 

vF+T - yg+T 

vf+7 + vG+T 

-hvf+X 2 or", 
n- o 

y - 0. 

How aa Z—>0 on A*B*, x—*-» if ao<0, and aa Z—>1 on A*B*, 

x—> oo if a <0. 
o 

On AQOBCO we also have 

.. _ m/r+a 
u hf(r) ' 

v - 0. 

.3 

Thus we must have f(r)<0 for all re[Ofl], 



On A*D*f Z--re[-a,0). Henoe we have 

a h 
X an . _2_ in 

VT 

V-r+a - Va 

V-r+a + vE 

2a h 
+ — —  In  
vt+T 

V-r+a - Va+1 

V-r+a + vS+T 

-hV-r+a | 2 on(-r)n( , 

_ _ aoh VC?+a - vST . 2aoh ___ vCF+7 - v£+T 2V . y - - —— arg ——- + arg _ • - • ' h 
Vi V^-r+a > vS vSTFX \/-r+a + Va+1 Va+1 

a 
_c 

vS 
— ff h . 

Since the height of the channel is h, - ~ w - 1. 

Aa Z—»0 on A*D*, x—»-oo and when Z- -a, x»0. 

On AQQD 

aV'-r+a 
u 'hf(-r) ' 

v « 0. 

Thus we muat have 

f (-r)< 0 

whenever re [0,a] 



m 

On D*C*, Z» -rt [-!,-•] and hence 

ah 
x • In 

vT 

yLr+a - )/& 

V'-r+ a + 

2a h o 

vS+T 
In 

ygTa - yg+T 

v'-r-f a + vSTT 
-0, 

y. . 2d- ̂  l^v§ + lV„g v^g-vCT . h | e r1„.=vh. 
•_h .rtrrr .c 2aQh 

vT ~vCF5+\£ ii5' ~vGSS+ v«+I n-o vSHT 

The velocity conditions on DC give 

u • 0, 

_ avm 
v hf(-r) • 

and ttius we moat have 

f(-r)<0 

for re [a,l]. 

From the boundary conditions ve see that 

00 
?(r) - 2 a_rn < 0 

n- o 

for all re [-1,1], 



U. THE INTEGRAL EQUATION 

Lst 

.. *_-ia _ mvT+a u- it • q e • « ljm i 
WT 

* * 
where q is the speed and a is the direction of flow at a point in the 

z-plane. 

Let 

H0(r,X) jy 
a ° - -f(re ). 

On B*C*, Z—e*"*, dZ«ie**dX where 0<X<n, and thus on the 

free sttreamline we have 

dz _ h oot x/2 */_iXx 

* Tî  Ve + a 

h oot x/2 

Lat 

H
0(r,X) - Fo(r,x) + iGo(r,X), 

15 



reix + « - Qjr, x )  e1<5o*r'X\ 

mQ ^(r,X) 

%{r>X) " F (r,x) ' 
to 0 

Ho(l,X) . H(X) «= F(X) + lfi(X), 

eiX + a - Qo(l,x)al€o(1'X) - Q(X)elg(X), 

%(!,*) - qOO - • 

Thus ve haw 

d« _ h cot X/2 QF(X) ei[G(X) - g(X)/2] 

. Q*(x) 

Separating into real and imaginary parts gives 

® ~ h  XTeF(x) oo° [G('°"g(*)/'2] 

dy _ _ h oot X/2 #F(X) Jln [a(x)-g(x)/2] 
4 Q»(x) 



Now the complex velocity is 

*-io InQo*(r'*> -ita0(r»X)"g0(r'X)/2j 

qe " ?>,x) 6 
he ° 

Thus the speed at any point is 

mQo*(r,X) 

q -  %(r*")  -  F (r,x )  » 

he 0 

and the direction of flow is 

a  -  GQ(r,x )  - gQ(r,X)/2. 

On the free streamline we have 

« mQ-(X) 

q  7m 

and 

a • G(X) - g(X)/2. 

By Bernoulli's equation 

P 1 2 
—I" Q + S7 m constant 
P « 

17 

on a streamline. 
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On the free surfaoe the pressure is constant and thus on the 

free streamline we have 

Hence 

q(X)  -  g h  ° f  X/2 eP(x) sin [O(x) -g(X) /2] ,  
X  Q*(X)  

Multiplying by q(X) - gives 

d 
Hx 

» 3mg cot (x)/2 sin [Q(X)-g(X)/2], 

Integrating with respect to X gives 

-3F(X)  _  3gh Jgtr 
cJq cot t/2 sin tO(t) - g(t)/2]dt+.l (1) 

where o is a constant which must be determined. 

Thus we want to find the functions G(X) and F(X) plus a 

constant o such that this equation is satisfied. 



Taking the In of equation (1) gives 

-3F(X) « In L + In [l+c/^cot t/2 sin[G(t) - g(t)/2]dt 
cm Q ' (X) I J 

Differentiating with respect to X and multiplying by -1/3 

implies 

* [F(X)] „ 1_ 53S*i c cot X/2 sin[G(X)-g(X)/2] 
3x 1 k ;j sstxt^x H  7 x  1 

311+ cj0 cot t/2 sin[G(t)-g(t)/2]dt 

Let 

oo 

H(X) = F(X) + iO(X) = 2 bn(cos n"+ i sin nX), 
n» o 

It can be shown that the b are real and hence 
n 

CD 

F(x) • 2 l>n cos nX, 
n» o 

00 

G  ( X )  - 2 b  s i n  n X .  
, n 

n« 1 
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Now 

oo 
[F(x) l  =  -5 n  b sin nX 3x 

n« 1 
n 

and 

oo 

^ b" sin mx 
m-1 m 

i f  
if jo 

CD 

m= 1 

sin m 6 sin rn X1 
m 

,n-l 
n b sin ne 

n 
de, 

Thus we have 

ow-l'/ov,*) 
- _Jf- dQ(e) o oot e/2 sin[G(e) - g(e)/2] 
2Q(t) de 

3(l+cJo cot ^/2 sin[G(t)-g(t)/2]dtj 

de 

where 

oo 

N(e,X) - 2 aln 3in mx. 
m= 1 

Now if we can solve this nonlinear integral equation for G(x)  

and a corrosponding value of c, then with a given input flux, HQ(r,x) 

is detemiined and from this all the characteristics of the flow can be 

found. 

Thus the solution of our problem depends upon solving the 

above integral equation. 



5. FLOWS WITHOUT GRAVITY 

Now consider the case when g«= 0. Bernoulli's equation implies 

that q is constant on the free streamline and since 

q(x> ~ ' 

we have 

where q^ > 0, since it is the velocity on the free streamline. 

Now 

" F(X) nQ^x) 
6 t*r~ 

and thus 

F(X) - In . 

21 



Differentiating along the streamline gives 

3kf(x)-ssro-ar • 
1 dQ(x) 

Thus the integral equation for the non-gravity case reduces to 

°<*> - " 1 !o B<«» « 5^T ̂  d 

where 

N(e, X) - 2 -1" nc aln ny • 
n-1 n  

Gince Q(t) is fixed for a given value of a, G(x) can be 

calculated. 

Viow when a is fixed 

ao 
<o 

G(X) — ^ b sin nX 
1 n n= 1 

is known and thus the b can be determined for n > 1. 
n — 

For a specific problem U and h are given and thus m i3 fixed 

and we have 

Uh 
m " IT 



We oan now determine b since 
o 

v „ 1r> myg 
o  ~ M ~ -

Now and F(x) are known and we have 

jg - hX*/2 «i» KHx) - g(x)/21 

cot X/2 sin [0(X) - g(X)/2], 
ql 

where m and are known constants. 

When X»ir, 7"y0"b and thus 

y-b " ~ fn cot t/2 sin[G(e) - g(e)/2]de 

where 0<X<tr. 

The height of the free streamline at infinity y^ can be 

determined from the preceding equation or from the equation of 

continuity which gives 

Uh 
7b " qx ' 



2U 

Since 

lit " " ^ 00t x/2 cos [G(x)- g(X)/2] 

it follows that 

x « - fn cot e/2 cos [G(e)- g(e)/2]de 
ql 

where 0 < X < w. 

Thus we can solve for x and y and since Ho(r,X) is also known 

all the properties of the flow can be determined. 

If we oonsider the case when g»0 and let the height of the 

channel tend to infinity then in the lisdt we should have the problem 

of flow through an aperture [2], 

If b is fixed, as h—»co, a—> 0  and hence it follows that 

Q(X)—>1,  g (x)—*X, and Q(x)—>0.  

We shall use the symbol «= for "approximately equal to." 

Thus in the sequel x * y means that x is approximately equal to y. 

If a * 0 then 0 A 0 and hence it follows that a e °m 

b 
Let he 0 - K. 

The fluid speed on the free streamline is constant and from the 

above it is approximately 2. 



2$ 

Thus 

* -K cot X/2 cos X/2 

* -K(C8C X/2 - sin x/2). 

Integrating we have 

x * -2 K[ln tan X/fc+cos x/2 ] + oonstant. 

When X^ir we have x« 0 and thus the constant is sero. 

Hence 

x * -2 K[ln tan X/U + cos X/2]. 

Now 

A -k oot X/2 sin(-X/2) 

* k cos (X/2) 

thus 

y  * 2K sin(x/2) + oonstant. 



When X • 0, y— y^ — height of the free streamline at infinity 

and thus the constant equals 7g* 

Therefore 

y * 2K sin(X/2) + y. 
B* 

Letting X»w gives y»y. and thus 
c 

yc * 2k + y0 

giving 

By the equation of continuity 

nit • flux entering channel « flux at B. 

Thus 

•«-yB % *yB m 

he ° he ° 



This Implies 

hbb° ize.as. 
f t  I t  

where o is the coefficient of contraction. 

Since yv «= b and y - ab it follows that 
C b 

But 

b «  ob  +  y c  -y b .  

- 2h"b° *2 4-

and thus 

Hence it follows that 

a  * 
bir ir 

bn+ 2b ™ ff+ 2 * 



Thus we have the following approximations: 

28 

x • - 008 

7-2?*  [* . ( ! ) . •  5  J .  

* 
ff " wt? * 

These equations agree with the results obtained for the flow 

through an aperture when the fluid is of infinite height [2]. 



6. NUMERICAL METHOD USED IN SOLVING 

THE NON-LINEAR INTEGRAL EQUATION 

Consider the Integral equation 

G(X)-| / N(e,x; 1 . 1 c cot «/2 sin[Q(e)-g(e)/2] 
2Q(e) de (71\ 

3|l+cJ cott/2 sin[G(t)-g(t)/2]dt| 

de 

where 

CO 
N(«,X) . 2 sin « »ln BX 

m-1 " 

- eie+a. 

We want to find a function G(X) and a constant c such that the 

above equation is satisfied. With this in mind let 

s(X) - o eot | sin [G(X) - g(X)/2], 

Then 

0(X) - | / N(e,Xjf 
1 dQ(e) 

2Q(e) de + 
a(g) 

3 1+ J s(t)dtj 

de 

29 
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and thus 

Y 
s(X)«c cot ̂  sin .*gm i/0 N(e»x)̂ "̂ t 

, dQ(e) 
W*1 "35 + 

• (e) 

3 1+ •/0e.(t)dt) 

dc 

Let 

r 
M[8(x)]" cot ̂  sin - iT'̂ . 4-50̂ 7 ̂

+-ri& 
31+ •Jo 

d« 

and thus we have 

®(X) - c M [•(*)]. 

Corresponding with an initial guess o O(X)T M[SQ(X)] can be 

calculated. 

Following the numerical procedure as in [1], define Cq* by-

using the method of least squares. 

Thus minimize I where 

1 " f <•«(*> ' c«* M[s (x) ] ) 2 dx.  
J- o o o 

If 



then 

/ (s (X) - c *M[s (X)]) M[a (X)]dX« 0 

and thus we have 

•ir 

' o **" o' 
/ «0(X) Mtso(X))d3t 

/ (M[0o(X)])2 dX 
j0 0 

Now consider the iterative procedure 

"n(x) - en!l 

where 

•», ,X(X) - o cot | .in [Gn_i(X).a^> J, 

tt 

* 

Vl 
Jo *n-l^ WhN-I(x)](ix 

/ (Mbn.i(X)])2 dx 

and n is any positive integer. 
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If at soone step in the iterations ve find an an(x) and oR* 

such that •n(X)"®n.1(X)» *nd cn - cn_p correct to say n significant 

figures, then the function G(X)-G (x) and the constant c-c * form a 
n n 

solution to the integral equation with the corresponding accuracy. 



7. NUMERICAL TREATMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

We would like to find a numerical solution to the problem when 

given an input -velocity Uq, the height of the channel h, and the width 

of the orifice b. 

With this in mind choose a value for a. Using the iterative 

technique given in section 6 and starting with a properly chosen 

initial guess SQ(X) we can find a Q (x) and a c which satisfy the 

integral equation. 

To help determine a reasonable initial guess note that 

l  +  o  f  oot t/2 sin {G(t)-g(t)/2} dt > 0. 
0 

and one would suspect that 

X goes from 0 to n. 

Now from G*(x) the 

and 

b - ln(-a) 
o o 

b is known. 
o 

sin {G(t) - g(t)/2> would go from 0 to -1 as 

b are determined for n>l and since 
n — 

- ir - l 
vs 
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Since 

,(6>.. -go.. 

h5 ^ a* 
i-o x  i-o 1  

the exit velocity is thua found and from the equation of continuity the 

exit height yfi can be obtained. 

Now 

£  " ' F ( ' > s l n  t 0 ( , ) ' s ( , ) / 2 l d e + ^  
b* 

and this determinea the ratio . 

b* b 
Since the ratio ao obtained may not equal ̂  we may have to 

b* 
adjust a. As a tenda to zero, -g- also tends to zero. If a tends to 

b # 
unity, so does . Thus by changing a one can find the value a which 

gives the deserved ratio jj . Figure 3 shows a graph which was obtained 

numerically whioh relates a to jjj . 

" * 

Now once a is determined we can solve the integral equation 

for a function G*(x) and a constant c*. Let F*(X) and q*(X) correspond 

with this solution G*(X), c*. 
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a 
1.0 

8 

6 

.1* 

2 

e 
u .6 8 .2 1.0 

Figure 3 

Graph of a to 



Since 

-3F(X) 3gh 

»v/2(x) 
/ cot t/fc sin [G*(t)-g(t)/2]dt + V A 

it follows that 

Now since 

-3F*(0) _ 3(th3 

it follows that 

But 

eF*(x) _ mQ (X) 

hq*(x) 

o*, 3mg 

[q*«»J 
I • 

mvT+ a q (0) - -

n- o 

where a and the a are known, 
n 
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Henoe using the above and the fact that mff « UQh, we have 

* 
o • -

3Uohg 

u 

3.-.P 
oo 

vT+ij-

3 *2 
\ 1-0 *7 gh 

W V 

Henoe we see that for a given solution 0 (X) and c the ratio 

is determined. Thus with this given solution we have an infinite 

V 
family- of flows depending on the choice of either Uq or h. Note, 

however, that if we assign one of these the other one is determined. 

4ht 
Suppose that we are given an input velocity Uq and a height 

Jill JLM. w w 
h . Then we must find a solution G (X) and c such that the 

integral equation is satisfied and such that 

13 

*» 

Henoe the ratio a is given and we note that 

VT 

** 

*» 

CT 

V* 
36 5 

3 *2 a. 
i"# j 

(2) 

where 0< X< n and -= height of the free streamline at infinity. 
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Thus given an entrance velocity Uq, a height hf and an orifice 

width b, the free streamline can be found and since HQ(r,x) is known, 

all the characteristics of the flow are determined, and thus the 

problem can be regarded as completely solved. 

By considering various initial guesses for s(X) it is possible 

to find new values of G(X) and c until equation (2) is satisfied. 

Once a solution is known, the exit velocity q(0) can be deter

mined from c since 

0--2s-. 
q(o) 

By the equation of continuity the height of the free streamline 

at infinity can be found. Since F(X) is known, x and y can be deter

mined and we have 

x « -h J °°j[ e^e^cos [Q(») - g(«)/2]de 
J* Q*(»> 

y = y R-h J °°^ */2 eF^sin[G(c)-g(e)/2]de. 
B V Q*(«) 

Numerical calculations were carried out on the R-W U00. Curves 

can be displayed on a cathode ray tube. Figures 3, U, and 5 show 

pictures of various flows thus obtained. The tables under the pictures 

list the plotted x and y values. Since the largest abscissa value had 
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to be kept small to have a descriptive graph the last y value in each 

table is the calculated height of the free streamline at infinity. 



liO 
, . ^ 

Figure U 

Free Streamline When U =1.573 ft./sec., h—1.997 ft., b«= .5U6 ft. 
o 

X y 

,000 .5U6 

.026 .5oo 

.061 .U69 

.101 - .UU3 

.207 .1*01 

.306 .378 

.U08 .362 

.508 .353 

.617 .3U6 

.700 .3U3 

.870 .339 

1.092 .336 



APR 65 

Figure 5 

Free Streamline When Uo« 2.739 ft./sec., h« 1.11*7 ft., b« .572 ft. 

o 
gh 

.201* ! - -1"9 

X Y 

.000 .572 

.008 .51*9 

.027 .523 

.051 .500 

.111 .1*61 

.177 .1*32 

.312 .396 

.1*96 .372 

.685 .360 

.772 .357 

.91*9 .351; 

1.182 .35! 

-I 
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APM 69 

Figure 6 

Free Streamline When U -U.39U ft./sec.. h«= .715. .579 ft. 
o 

u 2 h 
- .8uu ^ ™ .810 

X 7  

.000 .579 

.009 .561 

.027 .5UU 

.062 .521 

.100 .5oU 

.135 .U91 

.19U .U7U 

.299 -U53 

•U26 •U37 

.927 .Ul3 

1.133 .Uio 

1.U03 .1*08 
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